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WORLDHOTELS ANNOUNCES HIGHEST RATED HOTELS GLOBALLY
Royal Park Hotel scores multiple prestigious awards
ROCHESTER, MI – June 10, 2014 – Worldhotels, a global hotelier brand that
provides access to approximately 500 independent luxury and upscale hotels in
65 countries, recently revealed a list of their highest rated properties. Rochesterbased Royal Park Hotel ranked among some of the highest rated hotels in the
world.
“We are honored to have received this award,” said Royal Park Hotel General
Manager Jay Haratsis. “We couldn’t have done it without the excellence and
dedication our staff shows on a daily basis.”
A TrustScore, calculated by monitoring service TrustYou, reflects the overall
traveler opinion about a hotel, based on surveys and comments provided by the
guests after their stays. TrustYou continuously monitors and analyzes comments
on hundreds of social media and travel websites, allowing hotels to understand
their guests likes and dislikes.
“Worldhotels believes the TrustScore is an important indication of how well a
hotel is performing at a fundamental level and reflects overall guest satisfaction,”
said Roland Jegge, Worldhotels Executive Vice President Asia-Pacific.
In addition to ranking as one of the top luxury hotels in the world, Royal Park
Hotel recently received a 2014 TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence award. The
award honors worldwide hospitality excellence worldwide and is only given to
properties that consistently achieve outstanding traveler reviews on Trip Advisor.
Businesses must maintain an overall bubble rating of at least four out of five –
the Royal Park Hotel holds a bubble rating of four and a half and ranks as the
number one hotel in Rochester, Michigan.
The Royal Park Hotel, a luxury boutique property, is located 30 miles north of
Detroit in Rochester, Michigan. Its 1,200 person-capacity Royal Grand Ballroom
setting complements the hotel’s English Manor-inspired interior, with 15-foot
ceilings, Italian marble flooring and Murano glass chandeliers. For more
information, visit www.royalparkhotel.net.
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